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Abstract 
This document describes the architecture of a Real Time implementation of a Scalable Video 
Coding algorithm that can be used to provide Multiple Descriptions used to retrieve information 
from packet erasures in an error prone communication environment. It relies on the scalable 
extension of the H.264/AVC algorithm and it defines the different steps allowing the achievement of 
a real-time implementation that can process up to HDTV formats. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Scope 
This document is set up inside the framework of SUIT FP6 project. The scope of this document is 
to describe the specifications of a Real-Time Scalable Video Coder that can be adapted to provide 
Multiple Description coded video streams and that can deal with a wide range of video formats 
including High Definition. Starting from the description of the AVC standard and its extension to 
SVC, it tries to define the techniques to use for developing a real-time version and the computing 
architecture that can deliver the necessary computation power. In complement, it proposes to 
provide the project with a SUIT SVC reference software platform that should help SUIT developers 
and insure that most of their developments will remain available at demonstration time. A first 
reference platform is delivered simultaneously with this document. 

1.2 Objective 
The main objective of this document is to present the techniques that are used to implement a real-
time version of a video coding algorithm. For implementing a real-time version of a video coding 
algorithm, there are two possible ways to achieve it: starting from a reference model and optimising 
it, or starting from a real-time release of a previous encoding scheme which is supporting part of 
the mechanisms present of the new coding algorithm. As the SVC algorithm is an extension of the 
AVC one, we are then in a favourable situation for reusing the previous efforts made for building 
real-time implementations of the AVC algorithm. So a particular attention will be paid on defining 
the complementary tools to implement in an AVC encoder to transform it in an SVC one. 

In order to help SUIT partners in their own developments and before that a real-time version will be 
available, it is proposed to provide an SVC reference software platform that would fulfil the 
following requirements: 

- it should be a midterm version between the whole JSVM and the real-time release that 
could be implemented for SUIT demonstrations; 

- it should insure that SUIT developments based on it would have a high probability to be 
included in SUIT demonstrations if they obey to real-time constraints; 

- it must be as possible closed to AVC implementation in order to reuse existing real-time 
encoding platforms or platform currently in development. 

Concerning the general objectives of SUIT project, the SVC coding platform will include the 
following features: 

- provide a single framework for encoding, editing bitstreams (for adaptive QoS at intelligent 
multiplexer or gateway levels) and decoding (at terminal side); 

- allow different MD implementations from the simplest one (running SVC several times) up 
to more advanced ones (EMDSQ implementation in the reference framework); 

- take in account HD video formats (preferably in progressive scan); 
- and provide a real-time decoder and a renderer. 
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2 Overview of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC Video Coding Standard 
 

The H.264/AVC video coding standard has recently emerged from the cooperation of two experts 
groups: the Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) from ITU, which has developed all the H.26x 
video-telephony coding standards and the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) from ISO/IEC, 
which have built the MPEG video standards used in storage, broadcast or streaming applications. 

The first objective of the Joint Video Team (JVT) was to define a new coding scheme that 
covers both the MPEG-2 and H.263 application domains while overriding existing compression 
rates by a factor-of-2. The second objective was to accommodate video content delivery to 
wide variety of bandwidth requirements, picture formats and network environments. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Basic structure of H2.64/AVC for a macro-block 

 

The standard architecture is divided into two layers: 
- a Video Coding Layer (VCL) which represents the video content; 
- a Network Abstraction Layer (NAL), which formats the VCL representation of the video and 

provides header information convenient for transport layers or storage media. 

A same format is used by NAL units for both packet-oriented transport and bit-stream delivery. The 
NAL facilitates the ability to map H.264/AVC VCL data to transport layers such as: 

- RTP/IP for real-time wire-line and wireless Internet services (conversational and 
streaming); 

- file formats, e.g. ISO MP4 for storage and MMS; 
- H.32x for wire-line and wireless conversational services; 
- MPEG-2 systems for broadcast services. 
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The VCL is similar in spirit to previous standards as MPEG-2 Video: it consists of a hybrid of 
temporal and spatial prediction, in conjunction with transform coding, as shown by the above 
diagram (excerpt from [1]). 

With comparison to previous standards, H.264/AVC provides significant improvements in: 
- Inter-Prediction and Motion Estimation; 
- Intra-Prediction and Transform coding; 
- Entropy Coding; 
- Error containment. 

Motion estimation with MPEG-2 allows to search for 16x16 fixed size blocks of pixels inside one or 
two reference pictures, H.264 provides more flexibility with: 

- fine-grained motion estimation where motion estimation applies on blocks of variable size 
inside a macro-block (MB); 

- multiple reference frames can be used; 
- unrestricted motion search allows displacements outside a reference frame using spatial 

prediction; 
- motion vector prediction for continuous movements. 

Intra prediction and transform coding: 
- intra prediction is a new feature that allows to efficiently code uniform areas of picture using 

direction dependent intra modes; 
- implementation of a 4x4 integer Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) that provides a finer 

grain and an accurate data transform; 
- an in-loop de-blocking filter for smoothing edges and avoiding the occurrence of visual 

artifacts. 

Entropy coding takes in account context of data being encoded and provides two alternative 
methods: 

- Context-Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) that employs multiple variable length 
codeword tables to encode data; 

- Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) that provides an improved encoding 
scheme with unmatched bit/symbol ratios. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: H.264/AVC profiles and features 

 

Three profiles have been defined in order to cover the main application domains: 
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- a Baseline Profile, which is dedicated to conversational application, like video-telephony 

and video-conferencing; 
- a Main Profile designed for television applications; 
- an Extended Profile, more appropriate for streaming and mobile video services. 

The Baseline profile supports all features in H.264/AVC except the following two features sets: 
- B slices, weighted prediction, CABAC, field encoding and macro-block adaptive frame field 

coding (MB-AFF); 
- SP/SI switching slices and slice data partitioning. 

The first set of additional features is supported by the Main profile, without taking in account 
flexible macro-block ordering (FMO), arbitrary slice ordering (ASO) and redundant pictures. 

The Extended profile supports both features of Baseline and Main profiles, except for CABAC. 

All decoders conforming to a specific profile must support all features in that profile. Encoders are 
not required to make use of a particular set of features supported in a profile but have to provide 
conforming bit-streams. Each profile is itself decomposed into levels describing the complexity and 
the relevant resources to be used for decoding a bit-stream and displaying it in real-time. 
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3 Overview of the Scalable Extension of H.264/AVC 
 

While the H.264/AVC standard provides state-of-the-art compression performance for single layer 
video coding, it does not support any form of scalability (SVC). In parallel, the JVT group is also 
working on a scalable version of H.264 which would have close similarities with H.264/AVC video 
coding standard. The current working draft combines the coding primitives of H.264/AVC with an 
open-loop coding structure allowing merging spatial, temporal and quality scalabilities [2]. 
 

 

 

Figure 3: SVC Encoding Architecture 
  

The key features of the scalable extension of H.264 / MPEG-4 AVC are:  
- hierarchical prediction structure ; 
- layered coding scheme with switchable inter-layer prediction mechanisms ; 
- base layer compatibility with H.264 / MPEG-4 AVC ; 
- fine granular quality scalability using progressive refinement slices ; 
- usage and extension of the NAL unit concept of H.264 / MPEG-4 AVC. 

The basic coding scheme for achieving a wide range of spatio-temporal and quality scalability can 
be classified as layered video codec. The coding structure depends on the scalability space that is 
required by the application. Just above, a block diagram for a typical scenario with 3 spatial layers 
is depicted [3].  

Spatial scalability is modelled using a Laplacian pyramid to compute the different spatial layers 
applying successive decimations from the highest resolution down to the lower one [4]. 
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Figure 4: Spatial Decimation 

 
Temporal scalability is implemented through a hierarchical prediction structure that can be 
realised according two different approaches: 

- a simple coding of hierarchical pictures that can be easily implemented using H.264 B 
pictures (BH); 

- a more generalised approach using motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF). 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5: B Hierarchical temporal prediction 
 
In the above figure, an example of the hierarchical prediction structure for a group of 8 pictures 
with dyadic temporal scalability is depicted. The first picture of a video sequence is intra-coded as 
a key picture; key pictures are coded in regular (or even irregular) intervals. A key picture and all 
pictures that are temporally located between the key picture and the previous key picture are 
considered to build a group of pictures (GOP). The sequence of key pictures is independent from 
any other pictures of the video sequence, and in general it represents the minimal temporal 
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resolution that can be decoded. Furthermore, the key pictures can be considered as re-
synchronisation points between encoder and decoder. The remaining pictures of a GOP are 
hierarchically predicted by applying successive predictions between couple of pictures selected 
from the GOP hierarchical organisation: 

- the middle picture is predicted from one or  the two key pictures bordering the GOP; 
- for each sub-GOP, the same process is applied twice between the middle picture and 

each key pictures; 
- and so on. 

The hierarchical picture coding can be extended to motion-compensated filtering by adding an 
updating step to the motion-prediction one ([5]). The MCTF decomposition process starts at the 
highest temporal resolution. The group of pictures is partitioned into pictures A and pictures B. 
The pictures B are predicted using the pictures A and replaced by the motion-compensated 
prediction residuals. The prediction residuals of the pictures B are then again motion-
compensated, but this time towards the pictures A, and the obtained motion-compensated 
prediction residuals are added to the pictures A, so that the pictures A are replaced by a low-pass 
version that is effectively obtained by low-pass filtering along the motion trajectories. This process 
is iteratively applied to the set of low-pass pictures as illustrated in the next figure until a single 
low-pass picture is obtained as key picture. 
 

 

Figure 6: MCTF temporal prediction 

 

As a first interpretation, the pictures for different layers are coded independently with layer-specific 
motion information. Although, the following techniques turned out to provide gains and were 
included into the scalable video codec as Inter-layer Prediction techniques:  

- prediction of intra-macroblocks using up-sampled base layer intra blocks ; 
- prediction of motion information using up-sampled base layer motion data ; 
- prediction of residual information using up-sampled base layer residual blocks. 

 
Inter-Layer Intra Texture Prediction may be applied according three different manners, using: 

- unrestricted prediction, where any block of any lower level is chosen (still not in the draft 
standard); 

- constrained prediction, where prediction can applied only from intra-coded blocks of base 
layer; 
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- constrained for single loop decoding, where prediction can applied only from intra-coded 

blocks of base layer in any picture of the temporal decomposition as well as the key 
picture. 

Up-sampling techniques are then applied between two successive spatial layers, by using: 
- a half-pel interpolation for a ratio-of-2; 
- a quarter-pel interpolation for a ratio between 1 and 2. 

 
Inter-Layer Motion Prediction can be applied from a previous layer by using: 

- same image reference indices; 
- same macroblock partition; 
- same motion vectors which are up-sampled; 
- a possible quarter-pel refinement. 

 
Inter-Layer Residual Prediction may enhance motion information in conjunction with Inter-Layer 
Motion Prediction. 
 
Some experiments made in [6] to measure the optimal use of coding modes, lead to the following 
statistics: 
 

Mode/ 

MPEG 

Intra 

 

Inter Inter-Lay 
Texture 
Pred. 

Inter-Lay 
Motion 
Pred. 

Inter-Lay 
Residual 

Pred. 

Forman 1% 18% 7% 72% 2% 

Football 2% 28% 27% 35% 8% 

 
Table 1: Coding Mode Usage Experiments 

The first video sequence present a single person speaking to a camera like in a news programme, 
the second one presents two teams playing to football like in a sport event: in the last one motion 
takes more importance than in the former one. It can be seen that an optimal mode selection 
between two successive spatial layers stands: 

- in trying to use inter-layer prediction modes for 70% up to 80% of mode decisions; 

- in keeping elder single layer coding modes for the remaining. 

Inter-layer prediction modes may then usefully apply for encoding inter-layer redundancy. Single-
layer coding modes consequently apply for detecting innovation between successive spatial layers. 

In this example, inter-layer residual prediction is not greatly used because motion compensation is 
starting from SNR base layers for avoiding drift effects when a bitstream is truncated. 

A picture is generally represented by a non-scalable base representation, which includes all 
corresponding motion data as well as a “coarse” approximation of the intra and residual data, and 
zero or more quality scalable enhancement representations, which represent the residual between 
the original pictures (or prediction residuals and intra blocks) and their reconstructed base 
representation (or the subordinate enhancement representation). Quality scalability can be 
simply introduced by applying the same prediction techniques between successive quality layers at 
a same spatial resolution, starting from the minimum quality provided by an AVC compatible 
texture encoding for the base quality layer and improving it along each following enhancement 
layers. Staying at the same resolution, coded information does not need then to be up-sampled. 
This approach provides the possibility to efficiently incorporate coarse grain SNR (CGS) 
scalability. 
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Figure 7: FGS data organization 

 
 

Progressive refinement slices have been introduced in order to support fine granular quality 
scalability. Within each spatial resolution fine grain SNR (FGS) scalability is achieved by encoding 
successive refinements of the transform coefficients, starting with the minimum quality provided by 
AVC compatible intra / residual coding. This is done by repeatedly decreasing the quantization 
step size and applying a modified CABAC entropy coding process akin to sub-bitplane coding. The 
base representation can be improved in a fine granular way while the enhancement representation 
can be truncated at any arbitrary point. The organisation of progressive refinement slices is shown 
in the figure above. 

The coded video data of H.264/AVC is organized into NAL units, each of which is effectively a 
packet that contains an integer number of bytes. In its scalable extension, an 1-byte extension of 
the NAL unit header is used to specify the decodability dependency information, as shown 
underneath, which must be present for insuring a correct decoding. 

 

 

Figure 8: NAL scalable extensión 

 

Recently, the SVC extended NAL unit header has been amended in order to indicate a priority 
order to drop NAL units when bitstream rate must be adapted on the fly [9]. This new interface 
between video coding layer and network is described underneath. 

The Extended Bit (E) is indicating the presence of the 3rd byte in which can be retrieved the 
decodability dependency information where logically temporal scalability moved in 1st position. 
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Figure 9: SVC Extended NAL Unit Header 

 

It allows to visit and to truncate a bitstream in an increased flexibility, as shown underneath, by 
combining the three different kinds of scalability present in the scalable extension of H.264/AVC 
([7]). 

 

 
Figure 10: Visiting a Scalable Bitstream 
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4 Differences between Off-line and Real-Time Encoders 
 

Off-line and real-time encoders are developed in order to meet different objectives: 

- off-line encoders are mainly used in the aim to record audiovisual programmes that will be 
displayed later; 

- real-time encoders are used in order to broadcast directly live events. 

During off-line encoding, delay is generally not a constraint and is tried to achieve the best quality 
before storing the encoded content: the full set of available tools offered by the encoding standard 
can then be used. The result is encoded with a variable bit rate (VBR) before its storage and often 
trans-rated using a statistical multiplexer at broadcasting time. 

At the contrary, delay is a main constraint to satisfy in real-time encoding because the encoded 
content is simultaneously broadcasted within a channel of a given bandwidth. The result is rather 
encoded for satisfying a constant bit rate (CBR) delivery and the real-time constraint leads to select 
the most powerful subset of tools provided by the encoding standard. 

 

All these aspects are summarised in the following table. 

 

Coders Real-Time Offline 

Audiovisual 
programs 

Broadcasted TV Recorded TV 

Coding  toolset Most efficient subset Full set 

Bit-rate range Medium High 

Bit-rate regulation CBR VBR 

Bit-stream quality Sub-optimal Optimal 

 
Table 2: Coders characteristics 

 

The SVC draft standard is a document defining the decoding process that an implementation 
should follow when the standard will be in the Final Draft state. The standard body provides an 
implementation for encoding and decoding video streams as well: its purpose is to test coding 
algorithms quality and proves the improvement they provide over previous algorithms. This 
implementation has not been designed for CPU optimization. Nevertheless it is interesting to show 
the differences between a CPU efficient implementation of AVC encoding standard and the SVC 
implementation, which is mainly based on AVC. 

 

The encoded video content has a duration of 6 seconds which will be the upper bound for 
satisfying to the real-time constraint. The comparison has been set up be using the free software 
releases x264 for AVC encoding [10] and ffmplayer from ffmpeg [11] as decoder and renderer. 
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Coding context (SVC) JSVM (AVC) x264 

Single spatial layer 176x144 (QCIF) 20 s 1.1 s

Single spatial layer 352x288 (CIF) 85 s 3.9 s

Single spatial layer 704x576 (4CIF) 366 s 13.0 s

3 spatial layers from QCIF up to 4CIF 958 s N/A

Single spatial layer 4CIF with 3 temporal ones 1596 s 10.5 s

Single spatial layer 4CIF with 3 quality (FGS) ones 482 s N/A

 
Table 3: Coding Performance Comparison 

 

Decoding context (SVC) JSVM (AVC) ffmpeg 

Single spatial layer 176x144 (QCIF) 1.3 s 0.25 s

Single spatial layer 352x288 (CIF) 3.8 s 0.67 s

Single spatial layer 704x576 (4CIF) 13.0 s 1.97 s

3 spatial layers from QCIF up to 4CIF 37.0 s N/A

Single spatial layer 4CIF with 3 temporal ones 17.0 s N/A

Single spatial layer 4CIF with 3 quality (FGS)  ones 65.0 s N/A

 
Table 4: Decoding Performance Comparison 

 

HD formats to decode (SVC) JSVM (AVC) ffmpeg 

720p25 26.0 s 3.6 s

720p50 52.0 s 7.2 s

1080i25 47.0 s 6.2 s

 
Table 5: High Definition Decoding Performances 

 

The previous tables show that the JSVM cannot be used as is for encoding as well as decoding 
bigger format than CIF.  
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5 Real-Time Coder Development Techniques 
The real-time implementation of a video coder is asking a lot of efforts to a research and 
development team: 

- making decision techniques proposed by software reference models cannot be used as it 
and must be redesigned for real-time application; 

- among all coding tools proposed by a reference model, a compromise must be found 
between their own efficiency and their impact on software complexity ; 

- computation-demanding loops must be revisited and optimized according to the 
architecture of the processor on which the software is ported. 

 
Usually the development of a real-time video coder follows the flowchart shown below. 
 
 

Offline reference model 

Simplified version (tool subset selection) 

Algorithm improvement 

Code optimization 

 
 

Application parallelization  

Figure 11: R-T Coder Development Flow-Chart 

 

Considering the architecture of video encoders, most of real-time SDTV H.264/AVC 
implementation for live broadcast applications have been developed using a multi-DSP 
architecture, because it allows: 

- to get a higher throughput than with a conventional general purpose processor;  

- to provide a wide range of computing performances due to processor parallelism and 
embedded signal processing capabilities; 

- to offer rather flexible development platforms before starting a silicon implementation on a 
FPGA or an ASIC. 
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Development 
step 

Processor Language Market 

Reference model 
-> Algo. improv. 

GPP C/C++ 

Code optimization GPP+ co-proc C/ASM 

Application 
parallelization 

Multi-GPP/DSP C/ASM 

Code porting DSPs/FPGAs C/ASM/VHDL 

Professional 

Code porting ASIC VHDL Consumer 

 
Table 6: R-T Coder Platform Architecture 

 

VITEC Multimedia has developed SDTV H.264/AVC real-time encoding components based on 
multiprocessor electronic boards (for instance, cf. VMC-5400 data sheet in Annex) and is currently 
building a new one that will afford sufficient computing power to encode HDTV formats. It is 
planned to use such an environment to implement SVC real-time encoding facilities, but by using 
most of developments already available for H.264/AVC encoding and adapting them to provide an 
SVC implementation. 
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6 Real-Time Implementation of an SVC Coder 

6.1 Real-Time Implementation of a Scalable Video Coder 
In this spirit, VITEC Multimedia proposes to set up a first encoding solution made from a stack of 
AVC coders modified according to the following way: 

- at least one AVC encoder is used per spatial layer; 

- only intra-bloc prediction mode is used in spatial inter-layer prediction (frames are fully 
reconstructed before spatial up-sampling); 

- B-Hierarchical prediction is used to implement temporal scalability; 

- FGS is implemented to enable SNR scalability; 

- AVC syntax is adapted for taking in account scalability information into an SVC compliant 
bitstream. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Real-Time SVC Implementation 

 

A real-time decoder will be provided for displaying encoded streams into a PC environment. 

One must be aware that real-time H.264/AVC encoders and decoders currently can hardly support 
TV formats above SDTV without the help of customized chips. Concerning SVC streams, SDTV 
format may bring an upper limit for live feeds at project timeline. 

In a second step, new encoding features will be added to real-time encoding and decoding tools, 
as for instance FGS scalability. Concerning the FGS tool, another issue is the current state of the 
reference software. Indeed, there exists many implementations of FGS-like tools, and no decision 
have been made about which scheme will be kept.  

Modified AVC 
encoder 

SNR 
Processing

Modif. AVC 
encoder 

SNR 
Processing

Modif. AVC 
encoder 

SNR 
Processing

Spatial 
Decimat

Spatial 
Decimat

 

 

   Mux 

Input Video Enhanced 
Layer 

Base Layer 
Output 
Stream 
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6.2 SUIT SVC Reference Platform 
 

All R-T H.264/AVC coding implementations nearly follows the rules and lead to the same kind of 
algorithm architecture. They are mainly relying on the study made by the IMEC which has tried to 
measure the impact of every tool provided by the standard on the encoded result [12]. It enables to 
select the tools that must be kept in a simplified release of the reference model without loosing too 
much performance. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: R-T Coder Architecture 

 

Usually, an R-T video coder architecture is composed of the following steps: 

- a pre-processing phase including a input format conversion where video frames are 
rescaled and where the colour reference space of input signal is transformed, adaptive 
noise filtering and scene change detection; 

- a processing phase where motion estimation is done first regardless to mode coding and 
coding mode selection is applied in a two-pass way including a look-ahead pass in the 
objective to measure local complexity of the input to be coded rather an R-D optimisation 
loop [14], and then mode coding as it is the case in off-line implementations ; 

- a post-processing phase where entropy coding is performed and the bitstream is produced. 

According to the coding platform architecture at one’s disposal: 

- it is tried to implement pre-processing and post-processing tasks in FPGA when ever it is 
possible; 

- motion estimation is done apart from mode coding and it is tried to use sufficiently regular 
algorithms as possible in order to afford an FPGA implementation; 

- but motion estimation can also be spread between scene detection and inter prediction 
mode coding, in this case only motion vector refinement is applied for inter prediction 
coding. 

When a multiprocessor architecture is used to achieve real-time performances, two paths can be 
followed: 

Adaptive Filtering 

Scene Change Detection 

Motion Estimation 

Coding Type Decision 

Input Format Conversion 

Entropy Coding  
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- a coarse granularity organisation driven by a task allocation organisation, input streams are 

then encoded on a frame basis; 

- a finer granularity organisation driven by incoming data, data is partitioned into video slices. 

The first approach allows to allocate tasks only on a small number of processors. The second one 
allow to deal with more powerful architectures, but window search size must be shortened during 
motion estimation to avoid to lower data moves between processors and memories at the 
boundary of slices. 

So in the objective to insure that SUIT developments could have a high chance to be included in 
SUIT demonstrations, Vitec Multimedia has proposed to afford SUIT partners with an intermediate 
version between the full JSVM and an R-T release of the next SVC encoding standard. The SUIT 
SVC Reference encoding and decoding Platform should run on a conventional PC platform and will 
stay as close as possible from existing R-T AVC implementations and the R-T SVC implementation 
will derive from them by introducing the SVC extensions designed by JVT to the AVC standard. 

As B-H temporal scalability is already existing in the AVC standard, we will propose to the reader 
to examine now how to implement progressively spatial and quality scalability starting from an AVC 
platform. It will be first studied how inter-layer prediction modes can be added to conventional intra 
and inter prediction modes in a single layer coder and then it will be described what are the  new 
syntactic elements to be inserted in an AVC bitstream to produce an SVC compliant one. 

 

6.3 Real-time Algorithm for Spatial Scalability 
 

 The SUIT project proposes to process progressive video streams and scalable resolutions with a 
power of 2. In this aim, it has been chosen to deal with the following scalable formats that may 
approach a 16:9 aspect ratio: 

- CIF with a picture resolution 320 pixels by 176 rows at 25Hz and a bitrate of 0.5 Mbps; 

- SD with a 640x352 resolution still at 25Hz and at 1.5 Mbps; 

- HD with a 1280x704 resolution at 25Hz (4.25Mbps) and 50Hz (8Mbps). 

According to table1, it has been planned to implement successively the texture and then the 
motion inter-layer prediction modes in complement to existing inter and intra AVC prediction 
modes. 

The implementation of the first inter-layer prediction allows to validate the AVC stack encoding 
(and decoding) architecture proposed at the beginning of the chapter. Using texture inter-layer 
prediction, AVC encoders will mainly be used to encode the innovation found in the up-sampled 
scale, inter-layer redundancy being managed by texture inter-layer prediction. 

Such a processing could be implemented using a stack of AVC encoders and a set of a few 
complementary operators for satisfying real-time constraints: 

- +/+, realising the addition of an up-sampled signal and the reconstructed innovation coded by an 
encoder from the stack; 

- +/-, realising the subtraction of a decimated input signal and the up-sampled signal enriched with 
the encoded layer innovation; 

- /2, spatial decimation of input signal; 

- x2, up-sampling of reconstructed signal. 
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Figure 14: Spatially scalable encoder 

 

The corresponding decoding architecture can be also defined using the same set of 
operators. 
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Figure 15: Spatially scalable decoder 

 

6.4 Real-Time Algorithm for SNR Scalability 
 

In the SVC draft standard, two schemes of SNR scalability are proposed: CGS and FGS (FGS has 
many flavours as well). 

The following scheme is an FGS scheme with layers equivalent to the Progressive Refinement of 
the SVC draft standard. This scheme has been designed to follow the FGS requirements as well 
as real-time implementability. Indeed, each refinement involves only a quantization /de-
quantization /difference (which can be done all in the same function for CPU optimization), and an 
entropy encoder. 
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Figure 16: SNR scalable encoder 

 

 

Moreover, if few bits are generated, the CPU usage of the added entropy coding should be kept 
low. The scheme for decoding is simpler than the encoding, though somehow equivalent. The 
added entropy decoder should as well have a low CPU usage for the same reason as in the 
encoder. 
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Figure 17: SNR scalable decoder 

 

Quantification relies on the following set of equations for providing the refinement layers: 
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Where: 

- X is a 4x4 pixel block, 
- r is the residual, difference between the pixels and the prediction (either intra or inter 

prediction), 
- is the coefficients of the residual, c
- is the base layer quantization, 264.HQ
- ε is the SNR coefficients block. 

 
The ε  block is then separated in  blocks. iSNR iε  blocks are intermediate blocks. 
The parameter of this separation is , specific to the SNR coding scheme. shall not be less than 
i, for the ith layer to exist. 

q q
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This decomposition can be seen as a bit-plan extraction, being the plans. iSNR
 

 

6.5 Bitstream Specification 

6.5.1 SUIT SVC bitstream structure 
 

The bitstream structure is organised around access units (cf. [15]). 

It starts with a Sequence Parameter Set (SPS) NAL unit in which main information for the 
decoder are specified and optionally a Video Usability Information (VUI) field can be 
append to define more precisely sequence parameters as the aspect ration, the video 
format (PAL, NTSC, …), colour information, timing information and Hypothetic Reference 
Decoder (HRD) parameters.  

It carries on with the Picture Parameter Set (PPS) in which are specified encoding 
information as the picture decomposition in slices, the initial QP parameter, the weighted 
prediction method for B slices, the use of the de-blocking filter, the entropy coding method 
and the presence of redundant slices. 

This information can be refreshed at a chosen time period and can be repeated before 
each Access Unit. DVB advises to start a GOP with an IDR picture and to send an SPS 
NALU before each GOP and a PPS NALU before each picture for enabling programme 
zapping inside a multiplex of channels. 

Before an Access Unit, complementary information can be set using a Supplemental 
Enhancement Information (SEI) NALU in which can be mainly found picture time stamps. 

Then an Access Unit will stand as an I or B picture defined at a given time inside a GOP. It 
will be decomposed into a Base coded picture with all its SNR progressive refinements at 
the coarser space scale and its series of spatial enhancement including their own SNR 
refinements, as shown in the following diagram. 

A decoder is expecting to have a full Access Unit that is composed of all the NALUs having 
the same timestamp or the same frame number. An Access Unit consists of: 

- a base coded picture; 

- all its SNR refinement layers; 

- a spatial enhancement layer; 

- all its SNR refinement layers; 

- and so on. 

The encoder outputs by following this incremental order without skipping any frame. To 
know which NALUs have the same timestamp, the following method can be used: 

- the beginning of an AU will stand with the arrival of base coded picture which 
nal_unit_type value will be below or equal to 5; 
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- the end will be detected with the arrival of a new base coded picture or the end of 

the stream. 

The nal_unit_type value of SNR refinement layers and spatial enhancement is 20. 
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Figure 18: SUIT SVC bitstream structure 

 

 

6.5.2 NAL Header and NAL Unit 
 

The standard H.264 NAL header structure is shown in the table below. The following one 
describes the extended structure provided for NAL unit 20 and 21 added for managing 
scalable VCL information in the emerging SVC standard. It corresponds to the last available 
recommendations made in a JVT meeting [18]. 
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nal_unit( NumBytesInNALunit ) { C Descriptor 
 forbidden_zero_bit All f(1) 
 nal_ref_idc All u(2) 
 nal_unit_type All u(5) 
 NumBytesInRBSP = 0   
 for( i = 1; i < NumBytesInNALunit; i++ ) {   
  if( i + 2 < NumBytesInNALunit && next_bits( 24 )  = =  0x000003 ) {   
   Rbsp_byte[ NumBytesInRBSP++ ] All b(8) 
   Rbsp_byte[ NumBytesInRBSP++ ] All b(8) 
   i += 2   
   emulation_prevention_three_byte  /* equal to 0x03 */ All f(8) 
  } else   
   Rbsp_byte[ NumBytesInRBSP++ ] All b(8) 
 }   
}   

 
 

 Table 7: Standard AVC NAL header 

 
 

nal_unit( NumBytesInNALunit ) { C Descriptor 
 forbidden_zero_bit All f(1) 
 nal_ref_idc All u(2) 
 nal_unit_type All u(5) 
 nalUnitHeaderBytes = 1   
 if( nal_unit_type  = =  20  | |  nal_unit_type  = =  21 ) {   
  nal_unit_header_svc_extension( )   
 }   
 NumBytesInRBSP = 0   
 for( i = nalUnitHeaderBytes; i < NumBytesInNALunit; i++ ) {   
  if( i + 2 < NumBytesInNALunit && next_bits( 24 )  = =  0x000003 ) {   
   rbsp_byte[ NumBytesInRBSP++ ] All b(8) 
   rbsp_byte[ NumBytesInRBSP++ ] All b(8) 
   i += 2   
   emulation_prevention_three_byte  /* equal to 0x03 */ All f(8) 
  } else   
   rbsp_byte[ NumBytesInRBSP++ ] All b(8) 
 }   
}   

 

Table 8: Future SVC NAL header 
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nal_unit_header_svc_extension( ) { C Descriptor 
 simple_priority_id All u(6) 
 discardable_flag All u(1) 
 reserved_zero_bit All u(1) 
 temporal_level  All u(3) 
 dependency_id All u(3) 
 quality_level All u(2) 
 nalUnitHeaderBytes += 2   
}   

 

Table 9: SVC Extension of NAL header 

 

6.5.3 Encoding coefficients in SNR refinement layers 
The progressive refinements layers are encoded using the following scheme described in 
the two successive tables: one for parsing coefficients in a macroblock and the other one 
applying entropy coding over them. SNR coefficients are CABAC coded using I_Slice 
context type with a qstep set to 1 and the model 0. 

 
residual_macroblock_SNR_cabac( coeffLevel, maxNumCoeff ) { C Descriptor 
 coded_mb_flag 3 | 4 ae(v) 
 if( coded_mb_flag ) {   
     for(i=0;i<16;i++) {   
      residual_block_SNR_cabac()   
  }   
}   

 
Table 10: Coding SNR residual macroblocks 
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residual_block_SNR_cabac( coeffLevel, maxNumCoeff ) { C Descriptor 
 coded_block_flag 3 | 4 ae(v) 
 if( coded_block_flag ) {   
  numCoeff = maxNumCoeff   
  i = 0   
  do {   
   significant_coeff_flag[ i ] 3 | 4 ae(v) 
   if( significant_coeff_flag[ i ] ) {   
    last_significant_coeff_flag[ i ] 3 | 4 ae(v) 
    if( last_significant_coeff_flag[ i ] ) {   
     numCoeff = i + 1   
     for( j = numCoeff; j < maxNumCoeff; j++ )   
      coeffLevel[ j ] = 0   
    }   
   }    
   i++   
  } while( i  <  numCoeff-1 )   
  coeff_abs_level_minus1[ numCoeff-1 ] 3 | 4 ae(v) 
  coeff_sign_flag[ numCoeff-1 ] 3 | 4 ae(v) 
  coeffLevel[ numCoeff-1 ] =  
   ( coeff_abs_level_minus1[ numCoeff – 1 ] + 1 ) * 
   ( 1 – 2 * coeff_sign_flag[ numCoeff – 1 ] ) 

  

  for( i = numCoeff-2; i >= 0; i-- ) {   
   if( significant_coeff_flag[ i ] ) {   
    coeff_abs_level_minus1[ i ] 3 | 4 ae(v) 
    coeff_sign_flag[ i ] 3 | 4 ae(v) 
    coeffLevel[ i ] = ( coeff_abs_level_minus1[ i ] + 1 ) *  
            ( 1 – 2 * coeff_sign_flag[ i ] ) 

  

   } else   
    coeffLevel[ i ] = 0    
  }   
 } else   
  for( i = 0; i < maxNumCoeff; i++ )   
   coeffLevel[ i ] = 0   
}   

 
 

Table 11: Entropy coding of SNR residual coefficients 

6.6 Bitstream Extraction 
Using the scalability information that stands in SVC extended NAL headers, it is possible to 

truncate the bistream in order to satisfy to current bandwidth constraints. But it is uneasy to know 
the impact on the reconstructed video stream and it may be then difficult to multiplex several 
different streams into only one respecting a given bitrate. 

In order to solve this issue, it will be provided information about the quality of information that 
stands in every spatial and SNR layers of a coded bitstream. According to the encoding algorithm 
used for base layers, PSNR information can be easily retrieved from residual computation stage. 
At the contrary, when progressive refinement layers are produced, PSNR should be computed in 
addition, but it becomes a very computation intensive task. To avoid this drawback, we have 
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chosen to build an estimate of this measure. In [19], an innovative quality estimator is proposed. 
The algorithm is based on the counting of the zeros that are generated by a dct+quantization 
scheme. This scheme has been proven particularly efficient in the context of real-time rate-control 
algorithm. We propose to implement it to provide quality information for the base layer as well as 
the scalability layers. 

The following graph has been extracted from the original paper. On the right side, the ρ-
domain and the distortion are correlated. It has been computed on the MPEG “Foreman” sequence 
using QCIF video format. 

 

 
Figure 19: Distortion curves a video sequence displayed in q-domain (left) and p-domain (right) 

 

  To give as much information as used in an internal rate-control, we propose to give the 
quantization step and the ρ-domain value of the frame coded. This will enable the user to select 
among the layers, according to the quality, as the stream size only is not sufficient, to fit to the 
network constraints. This process could be applied to provide a post-encoding rate control. 

  After each spatial layer (base coded picture or spatial enhancement with their respective 
SNR refinements) will appear an SEI of payloadType 25 that includes quality information 
concerning the current spatial layer.  
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6.7 File format for SUIT SVC elementary stream 
 

We propose a simple file format specification to handle scalable video streams generated 
for the SUIT project. As SVC standard is developed inside the AVC standard (Annex G), it borrows 
the same Network Abstraction Layer as the MPEG-4-part 10 standard. This specification does not 
provide muxing of Access Unit which has to be defined by transport layers. These specifications 
are not stated in the working draft, so we propose to implement a SUIT project format file that will 
help to the RTP encapsulation of SVC bitstreams. In addition, this solution is usually adopted by 
H.264 vendors to simplify the handling of supplemental information and Access Unit streaming. 

 

 

SUIT file format 

  Size Value 

SUIT File header 4 bytes « SUIT » 

Header Size 4 bytes header_size 

Header header_size bytes   

While() {     

    FrameNum 4 bytes  

    SliceNum 4 bytes  

    Timestamp 4 bytes   

    Scalability.spatial 1 byte 0=base, 1= 1rst layer, … 

    Scalability.SNR 1 byte 0=base, 1=1rst layer, … 

    Quality.quantstep 1 byte Quantization step (0 to 51) 

    Quality.pdomain 1 byte % of zero coefficients 

    Access Unit Size 4 bytes au_size 

    Access Unit au_size bytes   

}     

 
Table 12: SUIT SVC file format 
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7 Multi-DSP Encoder Specifications 

7.1 VITEC Multi-DSP platform family overview 
Since mid-2003, VITEC Multimedia has started the development of a DSP-based family of video 
multiprocessor platforms. They are designed to afford OEM customers with advanced means for 
developing real-time video applications based on MPEG technology (MPEG-1/2/4 up to SD/HD 
levels). VITEC Multimedia is trying to set up a software component library and provide an 
integrated development environment with these platforms. It will help designers to prototype 
quickly MPEG-compliant audio and video applications. VITEC provides the following services to 
OEM customers: 

- SDK and source code for building OS drivers and DSP sample codes; 
- Technical support with purchase of development kit; 
- Production facilities to deliver boards in volume at reasonable cost; 
- Board customisation and FPGA implementation. 

The current platforms cover a large range of professional and industrial video application: 
- professional MPEG encoders for Broadcast and Telco; 
- multi-channel video streaming over IP; 
- multi-channel video surveillance; 
- digital camera over IP. 

VITEC Multimedia can currently afford developers coprocessor or stand-alone electronic boards 
enabling to encode in real-time MPEG-4 AVC SDTV or MPEG-2 HDTV streams with its VP3 
product family. For instance, it could be found in Annex the data sheets of two different electronic 
boards: 

- VMC 5400, which is an additional board that can be installed in a PC in order to provide 
real-time performance for encoding SDTV video streams according to MPEG-4 AVC 
standard; 

- VP3 platform, which is a stand-alone solution for encoding HDTV video streams according 
to MPEG-2. 

A more powerful platform is under development in VITEC Multimedia. It should afford sufficient 
computing power to encode in real-time HDTV video streams up to 1080p according to MPEG-4 
AVC. It is expecting to use the new platform at project end in order reach real-time performance to 
encode 720p video streams according to future MPEG-4 SVC. SUIT real-time SVC encoder will 
get back the same specifications. 

7.2 SUIT Real-Time SVC Encoder Specifications 
The SUIT real-time SVC encoder will be built using a new VP3-70 extremely powerful platform 
made from a mother board connecting up to 15 processing clusters that can work in parallel. Each 
cluster is VP3-PMC board implementing 5 x DSP TMS320DM642-720 MHz from Texas 
Instruments providing 28.8 GIPs, leading to a maximum of 115.2 GOPs per processor. 

Each DSP has a private local memory of 64MB with a throughput of 1328 MB/s and DSPs can 
communicate information to each others in different ways through the DMA controller services. 

It also includes a number of user dedicated FPGAs allowing to implement any kind of specific 
processing including video conversion, de-interlace, scaling, adaptive filtering, video complexity 
analysis and entropy coding. 
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Figure 20: VP3-70 System 

 

VP3-70 is a complete system integrated in a 19” rack. It supports 2 HD-SDI inputs and 2 DVB-ASI 
outputs as well as 4 AES/EBU digital audio inputs. In addition a 1 GBit/s Ethernet interface is 
provided for data output. 

 

 
Figure 21: VP3-70 Overview 

 

An embedded CPU controls the overall platform and provides a set of interfaces including an IDE 
interface for hard disk, 2xUSB, 1xRS-232 and a 100 MBit/s Ethernet for remote control. 

The signal processing core includes up to 75 DSPs in 15 clusters of 5 DSPs each. 
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Figure 22: VP3-70 Technical Specifications 
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8 Conclusions 
This document presents the future SVC video coding standard starting from the former one AVC 
from which it is derived and carrying on with its scalable extension SVC that can afford the three 
different types of scalabilities: spatial, temporal and SNR scalabilities. 

To describe how real-time implementations of video coders are done, first a comparison has been 
made between off-line and real-time encoders and then real-time development techniques are 
presented. 

Next, the specifications of a real-time implementation dealing up with HD video formats are listed, 
describing the tools that will be used to implement the different kinds of scalabilities, the syntax of 
the out coming bitstream and the way to edit it. 

For waiting a real-time release, it is provided a SUIT SVC reference platform that should help SUIT 
developers to start the implementation of their own tools or to start the encoder integration in SUIT 
demonstrators.  

Concerning Multiple Descriptions, it would allow implementing several different approaches like: 

1. Unbalanced MD 

2. MD based on redundant slices,  

3. MD based on EMDSQ. 

Priority information inserted in the bitstream will enable the SUIT gateway to directly adapt video 
content to the available channel bandwidth and the terminal ability. Quality information will enable 
to perform statistical multiplexing at the SUIT playout side. Furthermore, auxiliary information is 
provided with NAL units to ease the RTP encapsulation of scalable bitstreams. 
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9 Acronyms 
 

ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit 

ASO Arbitrary Slice Ordering 

AU Access Unit 

AVC Advanced Video Coder 

BH Bidirectional interpolated Hierarchical pictures 

CABAC Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding 

CAVLC Context-Adaptive Variable Length Coding 

CBR Constant Bit Rate 

CGS Coarse Grain SNR scalability 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform 

DSP Digital Signal Processor 

DVB Digital Video Broadcast 

FGS Fine Grain SNR scalability 

FMO Flexible Macro-block Ordering 

FPGA Flexible Programmable Gate Array 

GOP Group Of Pictures 

GPP General Purpose Processor 

HRD Hypothetical Reference Decoder 

IDR Instantaneous Decoder Refresh 

JVT Joint Video Team 

MB Macro-Block 

MB-AFF Macro-Block Adaptive Frame Field coding 

MCTF Motion-Compensated Temporal Filtering 

MDC Multiple Description Coding 

MMS Multimedia Messaging Service 

MP4 MPEG-4 multimedia container format 

MPEG Moving Picture Expert Group 

NAL Network Abstraction Layer 

NALU Network Abstraction Layer Unit 

PPS Picture Parameter Set 

RTP Real-time Transport Protocol 

SEI Supplemental Enhancement Information 

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
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SPS Sequence Parameter Set 

SVC Scalable Video Coding 

VBR Variable Bit Rate 

VCEG Video Coding Experts Group 

VCL Video Coding Layer 

VHDL Very High-level Design Language 

VUI Video Usability Information 
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11 Annex: VMC-5400 Data Sheet 
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12 Annex: VP3 Data Sheet 
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